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Hoge
A DeFI Deflationary Cryptocurrency
Automatic 2% Distribution to Holders and Burn on Each Transaction.

Abstract
If we have learned one thing from DOGE making
its way into the top 10 cryptocurrencies by
market cap, it’s that there is plenty of room in
the crypto space for a token whose value rests on
internet subculture. After all, why shouldn’t we
have our own token that we can use and exchange
amongst ourselves? DOGE is extraordinary in
this aspect. However, as DOGE is inflationary
by design, its tokenomics are questionable. As
the number of Dogecoins in circulation increases,
their individual value may diminish over time.
This is where HOGE comes into play. There will
never be more HOGE in circulation than there
are right now!
HOGE is a deflationary cryptocurrency. Every time a transaction takes place
with HOGE, 2% of that transaction is distributed and removed (i.e. "burned") from
the total supply. This increases the scarcity of every HOGE coin in circulation. What
this means is that every time HOGE is used, the value of the remaining HOGE tokens
in circulation is increased by simultaneously decreasing the supply (deflation), while
also distributing HOGE to everyone using the token. As a result of this, every single
HOGE holder has an incentive to spread the use of HOGE as much as possible. As
more transactions take place on the network, the individual net-worth of all who own
a piece of the network increases as well.

Introduction
Many new meme tokens that start out with a small market cap are subjects to pump and dump schemes and
unfortunately HOGE was no exception. However, when the dust settled, what was left was a creative and dedicated
community of people from all walks of life spontaneously working together to achieve something. The truth is we
enjoyed it so much that we decided to stay and dig in our heels to make this work. No matter how long it takes. The
beauty of it is, because of the design behind the HOGE tokenomics (and our desire to meme until a potential bitter
end), any pump and dump scheme will only make us stronger!
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Why would I HODL HOGE?
Holding HOGE rewards you with some redistribution, our coin has a burn mechanic with a 2% distribution shared
to all the wallets, including the burned wallet (mentioned above).
We have locked liquidity and don’t have a big team wallet.
The endless creativity of our community and our desire to help each other to reach project milestones is our biggest
strength - if in doubt - check our discord or telegram! Being part of the community is a great way to contribute or
motivate yourself to pick up a new creative or technical skill! This video is just one example of our community’s
creativity! HOGE is a roller coaster of emotions: hope, fear, joy, despair, you name it! HOGE is not just a monetary
investment - it’s an experience!
We aren’t trying to pump based only on hype without any logic, we want to grow and expand our outreach and
the uses of the token. We believe memes, laughter and deflation already have value, but we often discuss further
use-cases and consider suggestions from the community as well!
In a short period of time after the creation of the token, we managed to acquire listings on multiple legitimate exchanges. We arranged sponsorship events with big companies, developed NFTs, games, created our own merchandise
and much much more!
And last, but not least - our badass mascot has unlimited meme (and therefore marketing, or in the worst case coping) potential!
So after all this - why wouldn’t you HODL HOGE?

Transactions and Tokenomics
The HOGE ERC-20 token has a 2% reflect amount each transaction. We can calculate the payout and burn from
the following formulas. The total minted tokens of HOGE is 1,000,000,000,000 (1 trillion) with 500,000,000,000 (500
billion) burned on the initial mint.
DistributedAmount = T ransactionAmount ∗ 0.02

DistributedP erAddr = DistributedAmount ∗

BurnedAmount = DistributedAmount ∗

AddrOwnedHoge
P
T otalHoge

BurnAddrOwnedHoge
P
T otalHoge

We can show an example of how this looks like in practice. We will give the HOGE owner address 0x0HOGE a value
of 1,000,000,000 Hoge and a new buyer the address of 0x0HOGENEWBUYER with a value of 0 HOGE. The address
0x0HOGENEWBUYER will buy 1,000,000,000 HOGE:

1. 0x0HOGENEWBUYER wants to buy 1,000,000,000 HOGE on Uniswap and swaps ETH for HOGE with 5%
slippage to account for the 2% distribution.
DistributedAmount = 1000000000 ∗ 0.02 = 20000000 HOGE
0x0 HOGE = 1000000000
0x0 HOGEDistribution = 20000000 ∗
1000000000000
0x0 HOGEDistribution = 20000 HOGE
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0x0 HOGE = 1000000000 + 200000 = 1000020000 HOGE
0 xBurnedHoge = 563897469786
= 11277949 HOGE
0x0 BurnedAmount = 20000000 ∗
1000000000000
X
T otalBurnedHoge = 11277949 + 563897469786 = 563908747735 HOGE

2. 0x0HOGENEWBUYER distributed 8722051 HOGE to active wallets and burned 11277949 HOGE on the swap
from ETH to HOGE, with a total cost of 1020000000 HOGE plus uniswap liquidity pool fees and ethereum
gas fees.
3. The holder of the address 0x0HOGE total went from 1000000000 HOGE to 1000020000 just by holding the
token in their wallet, without worrying about the issues and cost of staking in a liquidity pool.
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TOKENS BURNT AS OF 14TH MARCH, 2021 AND ROADMAP
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Links and Resources
Contract:
0xfad45e47083e4607302aa43c65fb3106f1cd7607
————————————————–
Locked Liquidity:
https://unicrypt.network/pair/0x7fd1de95fc975fbbd8be260525758549ec477960
————————————————–
Uniswap:
https://app.uniswap.org//swap?
inputCurrency=ETHoutputCurrency=0xfad45e47083e4607302aa43c65fb3106f1cd7607
————————————————–
Website:
https://hoge.finance/
————————————————–
Twitter:
https://twitter.com/HogeFinance
————————————————–
Reddit:
https://www.reddit.com/r/hoge/
————————————————–
Telegram:
https://t.me/hogefinance
————————————————–
Discord:
https://discord.gg/D64BsB3wV9
————————————————–
Coinbase:
https://www.coinbase.com/price/hoge-finance
————————————————–
Dextools:
https://www.dextools.io/app/uniswap/pairexplorer/0x7fd1de95fc975fbbd8be260525758549ec477960
————————————————–

HOGE was created as the DeFI version of DOGE. Fully managed and supported by an active
community with thousands of members, we are planning to bring to the world a way to invest into
a fun cryptocurrency with simple mechanics that will reward every wallet for holding. 2% of each
transaction will be burned and shared to every holder of our coin. In a few days we managed to be
listed on major websites, but much more will come soon (micro transactions system, more
promotions, Github, crownfunding platform, etc).

Thanks to all the HOGLERS all around the world!
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Dank Memes
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References

Hoge Solidity Contract Code:
https://github.com/HogeFinance/token/blob/main/contract.sol

Hoge Blockchain Information:
https://etherscan.io/token/0xfad45e47083e4607302aa43c65fb3106f1cd7607

Locked Hoge Liquidity:
https://unicrypt.network/amm/uni/pair/0x7fd1de95fc975fbbd8be260525758549ec477960
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